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Propagating � ngers of synclinic liquid crystalline phase were observed to invade the anticlinic
phase for applied electric � elds E larger than a characteristic threshold � eld Eth . The front
velocity was found to be highly non-linear in E, with enormous velocities of at least 10 cm s Õ 1 ,
and perhaps as high as 400 cm s Õ 1 for the maximum applied � eld. These are by far the largest
velocities ever observed for a liquid crystal. The results are discussed theoretically, including
the possibilities of a � eld-dependent molecular interaction coe� cient and shear thinning.

1. Introduction measurements were limited by the speed of the video
equipment—approximately 30 frames per second—whenThe physics of anticlinic liquid crystals is rich and

diverse [1, 2]. In both the anticlinic and synclinic phases the polarized microscope image was recorded and later
viewed frame-by-frame. We have recently circumventedthe director n̂ tilts by polar angle h with respect to the

smectic layer normal. In the synclinic phase the azi- this problem by using a completely di� erent scheme: the
solitary wave is now imaged onto a small slit, and themuthal angle Q is identical in every layer, aside from a

spatially slow layer-to-layer rotation due to the helical total intensity of polarized light passing through the slit
followed by an analyser is recorded as a function ofnature of the chiral molecules. On the other hand, in

the chiral anticlinic phase the azimuthal orientation time. With this new technique we obtained results similar
to those in [3] at the same range of (very small ) reducedchanges by an angle of approximately p from one layer

to the next. Materials having an anticlinic phase exhibit � elds reported in that paper. However, at higher � elds
we now observe that the velocity is extremely nonlineartristable behaviour [1], and can switch from anticlinic

to synclinic for su� ciently large electric � eld. This in Er . Moreover, the velocities are much larger than before,
at least 10 cm s Õ 1 and perhaps as high as 400 cm s Õ 1 ,switching, in fact, has been shown to occur via � nger-

like solitary waves of the synclinic phase invading the which is several orders of magnitude faster than ever
observed for a nematic or a ferroelectric liquid crystal.anticlinic region [3]. The � ngers, of order 10 mm in

width, tend to nucleate at a defect, and propagate in a
direction parallel to the smectic layers. In [3] we showed 2. Experimental and results
that the threshold � eld Eth for the onset of � ngering is Cells were constructed on electrically conducting
approximately independent of cell thickness and that indium tin oxide coated glass plates, which were � rst
the � ngering is reversible by reducing the electric � eld spin coated with the polyimide CU-2012 (Merck), baked,
below Eth . The data showed that the � nger velocity v, and rubbed unidirectionally using a dedicated rubbing
which may depend on surface treatment, rises linearly machine and cotton cloth. The slides were then placed
with reduced � eld Er (; (E Õ Eth )/E) for very small Er , together (with the rubbing directions parallel ) separated
but begins to exhibit upward curvature for Er as small as by a pair of mylar spacers of nominal thickness d = 5 mm,
0.02. For a polyimide-treated surface, for example, v was and cemented. The cells were � lled with the liquid crystal
found to be 0.2 cm s Õ 1 at Er = 0.03. A theory also was TFMHPOBC, 4-(1-tri� uoromethylhexyloxycarbony l)-
presented to explain the results. In [3], however, velocity phenyl 4 ¾ -octyloxybiphenyl-4-carboxylat e [4], in the

isotropic phase, placed into a temperature controlled
oven, and allowed to cool through the Smectic A—*Author for correspondence; e-mail: cxr@po.cwru.edu
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Smectic C*
A (SmC*

A ) transition temperature 115.3 ß C,
and into the anticlinic SmC*

A phase. Microscope obser-
vations revealed a nearly texture-free sample with planar
orientation.

The cell was then placed in the optical apparatus
shown in � gure 1. Light from a 35 mW He-Ne laser
passed through a polarizer and was then focused onto
the sample using a 7.3 cm focal length lens L1 . The
rubbing direction, corresponding to the smectic layer
normal, was oriented parallel to the polarizer along the
z-axis. A second lens L2 of focal length 6.5 cm was used
to form a real image of the liquid crystal sample on a
small slit, approximately w = 10 mm wide and l = 150 mm
long. The long axis of the slit was oriented parallel to
the smectic layers, and the narrow 10 mm width ensured
that only one, or at most two, � ngers would be observed.
The slit was placed directly in front of an analyser
oriented along the x-axis, followed by a photodiode
detector having a response time < 1 ms. The detector
output was fed into a fast digitizing storage oscilloscope.
In the anticlinic phase the molecules are tilted by a polar

Figure 2. Schematic representation of unwound anticlinic
angle h with respect to the layer normal (see � gure 2) and phase. h corresponds to the polar tilt angle, Q to the
the azimuthal orientation changes by approximately p azimuthal orientation, and i to the layer index.

from one layer to the next. Thus, the director orientation,
spatially-averaged over a pair of layers, is virtually in an intensity pro� le rising linearly in time to some

maximum value, at which point only the synclinic phaseparallel to the z-axis; the only component in the xy-plane
occurs because of the helical pitch. However, since the would be imaged onto the entire slit. The velocity v of

the � nger would therefore correspond to l/t, where t ispitch is also much shorter than optical wavelengths,
incoming light sees an average director along only the the rise time of the detector intensity.

A d.c.-biased square wave voltage of period 0.1 sz-axis, parallel to the polarizer. In consequence, in the
absence of an electric � eld, the intensity at the detector and having rise and fall times < 5 ms was applied to

the liquid crystal cell. The bias was adjusted so thatwas zero. For E > Eth a � nger of synclinic phase invading
the anticlinic region resulted in a spatially-averaged |E| > Eth during only the positive half of the cycle; during

the negative half |E| was nearly zero. During both thedirector making an angle h with the z-axis in the
xz-plane; the intensity of light passing through the slit positive and negative halves of the cycle while |E| was

less than the threshold � eld Eth , only a small opticalfor that region was therefore non-zero. Thus, a � nger
travelling at constant velocity would result in principle response was observed. This was due partially to an

electroclinic e� ect in the SmC*
A phase [5] and partially

to the interaction of the � eld with the Goldstone modes
[6–9]. The electric � eld also tended to unwind any
remnant helix. When the pulse height was set to be larger
than Eth , however, there was a sharp rise to the intensity
with time, as observed on the oscilloscope (� gure 3).
Because the single trace tended to be very noisy, it was
necessary to average the response over many thousands
of pulses. In order to determine the velocity, the averaged
intensity vs. time trace was numerically di� erentiated
(� gure 3). For a single, in� nitely sharp solitary wave
the intensity is expected to be � at until the threshold
� eld is achieved, after which the signal would increase
linearly with time until the entire length of the 150 mm

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the experimental arrange-
long slit is sampling only a synclinic image. Thus thement. P and A correspond to polarizer and analyzer,
time derivative of the signal would be a square waverespectively, L1 and L2 are focusing and collimation lenses,

respectively, and S is the sample cell. whose amplitude would correspond to the � nger velocity.
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251Field-induced � ngers in an anticlinic L C

Figure 4. Measurements of velocity vs. reduced � eld Er .
_ corresponds to T = 112 ß C, + to 113 ß C, and E to
114.0 ß C. Inset: the same data with expanded scales in
the low Er regime. Vertical error bars represent experi-Figure 3. Oscilloscope traces as functions of time (bottom
mental uncertainty; horizontal bars represent systematicscale) and reduced � eld Er (top scale). (a) Trace of intensity,
error (DEr ~ Õ 0.005/+0.025) due to di� culty in preciselyaveraged over 5000 shots; (b) time derivative dI/dt of
locating Eth .trace (a).

viously measured velocities. We � tted the data to severalIn reality, however, there was rounding of the time
functional forms, including a single power law and anderivative of the intensity. We believe that this was due
exponential law; none of these forms resulted in ato the shot-to-shot variation of the nucleation time of
satisfactory � t.the � nger relative to the reference signal from the square

Before continuing, several caveats need to be mentioned.wave generator. Smaller contributions to the rounding
For the lower range of velocities (v < 5 to 10 cm s Õ 1 ,came from the non-zero rise time of the voltage pulse,
� gure 4 inset), we are clearly able to discern propagatingand the response time of the detector. In consequence,
� ngers. These velocities are 11

2 orders of magnitude largerwe associate the maximum slope of the intensity, corres-
than previous measurements [3] and, more importantly,ponding to the maximum value of its time derivative,
are already highly non-linear in Er . These data alonewith the velocity. This actually corresponds to a lower
represent the gist of this paper. At higher velocities,limit for the velocity, as the e� ects discussed above
however, neither our own visual response nor avail-would tend to reduce the apparent velocity.
able imaging equipment is su� ciently fast to discernFigure 4 shows the velocity v vs. Er at three temper-
propagating � ngers. Instead, one may imagine that atatures in the SmC*

A phase. (For this experiment, Eth was
large Er the transformation from the anticlinic to the syn-found to be 244 statv cm Õ 1 at T = 114 ß C, with similar
clinic phase may be driven by homogeneous nucleationvalues at the two other temperatures.) For Er < 0.05
and growth [10–12]. If this were the case, the reported(� gure 4, inset), which corresponds to the maximum
velocities would correspond to the time associated with� elds used for the polyimide-treated substrate in [3],
such a transition, rather than a real � nger velocity.we � nd velocities to be in reasonable agreement with
Although we cannot completely discount this possibility,those previously obtained [3] using a videographic
we judge this to be improbable: The data do not seemtechnique†. For larger values of Er � gure 4 shows a
to show any systematic critical � eld where either thestrong and continued non-linearity of the apparent
velocity of its derivative with respect to Er changesvelocity with Er , with v seemingly rising to values greater
abruptly, a change that would be expected if the transitionthan 400 cm s Õ 1 , or 1000 times larger than the pre-
mechanism were to undergo a sudden modi� cation.
We are thus con� dent that the data shown in � gure 4,†We note that the precision of this new technique, which

was designed to measure large velocities, is not as good as and especially in the inset, represent true solitary wave
that of the videographic technique. Thus, the uncertainty in behaviour.
velocity as a fraction of the actual velocity is larger than

A second concern is that we occasionally observed anthat reported in [3]. Additionally, due to the uncertainty in
apparent slowing of the solitary wave with time. To seeprecisely locating Eth , there is a systematic uncertainty of

DEr ~ Õ 0.005/+0.025 along the abscissa in � gure 4. this we employed a delay technique. Taking time t = 0
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as the turn-on time of the voltage pulse, we measured Here f
i
is the free energy density of the ith smectic layer;

K sin2 h is the e� ective elastic constant associated withthe delay time t required before a non-zero intensity was
observed in the slit. If the slit were translated a distance a change in azimuthal orientation Q along the xÃ Õ axis

(within a smectic layer, see � gure 2); Q
i
= 0 is de� nedx0 along the x-axis away from the nucleation point, the

time at which a non-zero intensity at the detector would such that the molecules in layer i lie in the xz-plane; P0

is the local polarization; and De is the dielectric aniso-appear would be x0 /v, assuming that velocity v were
constant. If, however, v were to increase or decrease with tropy. The coupling between layers is expressed in terms

of the coupling coe� cient U, which has dimensions ofthe position of the � nger front, the delay time t would
not be linear in x0 . An example of the delay time t vs. energy per volume and represents both entropy and a

coarsening average of local interactions between layersslip position from the approximate nucleation site is
shown in � gure 5. At later times the velocity is clearly involving molecular dipoles and steric e� ects. U plays the

role of the spatially-uniform free energy of the system,slower than at earlier times. The existence of a delay
time that is non-linear in x0 depends on the region of the where it is reasonable to assume that the polarization

component of U scales as P2
0 [13]. The resulting solitarycell being imaged, and may be due to interactions with

defects in the sample. We should emphasize, however, wave velocity v is given by [14, 15]
that this behaviour was rare and that linear behaviour
was obtained for most of our measurements. Thus, over
many experimental runs at di� erent sample positions, v =AP0 Õ

2U

E

c B2A pK

Õ DeB
1 /2

; v0

E Õ Eth

E
(2)

we obtained good reproducibility in velocity measure-
ments using the intensity vs. time technique described
earlier. with Eth = 2U/P0 and v0 = 2P0 /c(pK / Õ De)1 /2 , where c is

a rotational viscosity. This solution is stable only for E
in the vicinity of Eth , which is the so-called ‘Huxley3. Discussion

Let us now review the theory in [3]. The free energy regime’ [15] in which a synclinic phase invades a
metastable anticlinic phase. For � elds not close to Eth ,F = S

i
Ÿ f

i
dx, where f

i
= f e la s t ic

i
+ f e le c t r ic

i
+ f l a y e r ± la y er

i
, is

given by: one enters the so-called ‘Fisher regime’ in which a
synclinic phase invades an unstable anticlinic phase.
Although no stable analytic solution exists in this regime,f

i
=

1

2
K sin2 hAqQ

i
qx B

2

Õ P0 E cos Q
i
Õ

De sin2 h

8p
E2 sin2 Q

i numerical analysis indicates that the velocity does not
exhibit any upward curvature, contrary to the experi-

+
U

2
[ cos (Q

i Õ 1
Õ Q

i
) +cos(Q

i
Õ Q

i+1
)] . (1) mental observations shown in � gure 4. Wang and Taylor

included the additional e� ects of surface anchoring on
the propagation velocity [16], but found that anchoring
tends to reduce the velocity. In a more recent paper
describing a synclinic to anticlinic phase transition via
solitary waves on cooling [13], we introduced an addi-
tional symmetry-allowed term into the free energy,
viz. 1/2L sin2 Q, where L is a positive constant. This
is the lowest order term that has the e� ect of favouring
the odd-layer tilt plane normal being either parallel or
antiparallel to the even-layer tilt plane normal, but
disfavouring perpendicular tilt plane normals. Inclusion
of this term, however, does not change the basic nature
of the theoretical solution, and seems to leave the theory
at odds with the experimental results.

Faced with an apparent deviation between experiment
and extant theory, we now wish to conjecture about
two other plausible mechanisms that could produce an
upward curvature of v (E). First, we reiterate that for
large Er , equation (2) is not exactly valid, although
numerical calculations show that the stable solution

Figure 5. Delay time t between trigger pulse and the onset of
is not very di� erent from that of equation (2). Thus,a non-zero intensity at the detector vs. the slit position x0
the shift to Fisher behaviour cannot be the cause of(along the smectic layer) from the approximate nucleation

site. the observed large non-linear velocity vs. electric � eld.
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253Field-induced � ngers in an anticlinic L C

Clearly, then, the model needs to be modi� ed. One model, viz., a � eld-dependent interaction parameter U
and shear thinning, that may help explain the observedpossibility is that the spontaneous polarization of the
behaviour. Both experimental and theoretical work aresmectic layers is � eld-dependent due to a biasing of
now in progress to elucidate the mechanism responsible.the molecular rotations by E. In fact, the quantity pE

can be of order 0.1kB T for the large � elds used in our
This work was supported by the National Scienceexperiment, where p is a molecular dipole moment. This

Foundation’s Advanced Liquid Crystalline Opticalcould have the e� ect of reducing the e� ective interlayer
Materials Science and Technology Center under grantcoupling parameter U as the � eld is increased, leading
DMR-8920147, and by the NSF Solid State Chemistryto some upward curvature in v (E), but not to a su� cient
program under grants DMR-9505473 and DMR 9982020.extent to explain the experimental results.
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